**NEW**

**MULTI SUPER WEDGE II**

5VK and 8VK with Aramid cords

- **ARAMID** cords reduce excessive belt stretch under heavy loads & torque.
- Proprietary high density, flexible, compression rubber layer below cord line, designed to increase durability.
- Bareback Fabric for clutch effect allowing the belt to absorb heavy shock loads.
- These unique technical features gives our Multi Super Wedge II superior belt length stability, eliminating the need for constant tension adjustments.

**MBL**

High density rubber layer

Highly fibrous layer below cord line that increases durability

**Competitor**

Nylon Fabric

**Industries**

Rock Crushers, Wood Chippers, Road Construction, Mud Pumps, Mining

**Applications**

High Working Loads, High Shock Loads
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1-877-625-7832

www.mblusa.com